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Erne Fittings turns 100!
2020 marks a landmark year in the history
of Erne Fittings, as we celebrate our centenary.
Josef Erne first founded his coppersmith
business making copper pots back on 16 January 1920 in Schlins in the Vorarlberg region
of Austria. Humble beginnings certainly, but
with typical Vorarlberg vision, dedication
and courage, he transformed his business
into the international pipe fittings producer
we all know today.
Erne is now a world-leading manufacturer of
premium butt-weld fittings for highly reg-

ulated industries, including the oil, gas and
energy sectors. Thanks to our independent
in-house laboratory and unmatched approval standards, the quality of our products is
100% guaranteed. Customers know that
they can count on us; not once in our history
have we been blacklisted, because for us
quality, safety and expertise come first.

challenges they face and can work together
with them to develop solutions. With over a
century of experience, we have all the requisite skills and expertise in our field, and with
local sites close to our customers in Europe,
the US and the Middle East, we are well
positioned to respond quickly and flexibly to
our customers’ requirements.

That said, premium quality is about more
than just the product. For us, quality also
means that our customers can rely on us,
that we’re there when they need us. No
matter whether our customer is a storage
company or contractor, we understand the

After 100 years in business, we can look
ahead to the future with pride and tackle
new challenges head-on by developing bold
new solutions. That’s what we’ve always
done and will continue to do.

Editorial
Erne Fittings Middle East
expands production
In 2019, Erne Fittings invested around
four million euros in its plant in Jubail and
expanded its elbow production programme
up to an outer diameter of 24".

Dear business
partners and
colleagues,

By expanding the production line, the company is hoping to respond to the requirements of the Arab market. “The Middle East
is one of our core markets,” explains COO
Gernot Heigl. “Expanding the production
programme was a logical step to develop
our business.”

2020 is a landmark year for the international team at the Erne Fittings Group.
On 17 January 2020, more than 200
colleagues came together to celebrate
the 100th anniversary of Erne Fittings.
Unfortunately, we have had to postpone many events we had planned
with our customers and all other partners to mark this special anniversary.

Previously the Jubail plant produced elbows
and reduction pieces with dimensions 1" to
12". In addition to larger outer diameters,
the expanded programme also includes
products with increased wall thicknesses.
New equipment had to be procured in order
to produce the larger size elbows, including
a new bending press which was installed in
Jubail in summer 2019. Since the machinery
and systems used for the hamburg bending
process were developed and constructed
in-house at Erne Fittings, a team of technicians travelled to Saudi Arabia to assist staff
at Erne Fittings Middle East (EFME) with the
installation and commissioning of the new
system. A new coping saw and chamfering
machine were also added to complete the
production line. In addition to the bending
line, the heat treatment system was also

In recent weeks, however, we have been
preoccupied with rather different matters. Covid-19 has changed professional
and private life across the world. We
have all had to adjust to different conditions, face new challenges and find
solutions for them. However, in times
like these, it is particularly important for
us all to pull together and support each
other, even as we keep our distance.
Thanks to the magnificent efforts of
our employees, we here at Erne have
been able to continue reliably manufacturing and delivering products.
Despite turbulent market conditions,
we at Erne have decided to continue
to pursue our aims as a global supplier
of premium products. In order to best
meet our market objectives, we have
optimised our production locations,
invested substantially in the expansion of our subsidiary in Saudi Arabia,
future-proofed our accredited in-house
laboratory and enhanced our personal
customer service by increasing our pool
of industry experts.
I hope you enjoy reading this newsletter and that we will all soon see an
improvement in economic conditions
and I look forward to seeing you again
soon.
Stay healthy,

upgraded so that the whole production
programme can now be delivered in WPHY
grades. Top quality 24" elbows have now
been rolling off the production line in Jubail
since October 2019.
Erne Fittings Middle East has all the quality
approvals required by end customers in GCC
member states, including Saudi Aramco. In
recent years, the company has established
successful relationships with EPC contractors and is currently working on a number
of projects in the MENA (Middle East and
North Africa) region. “Working with EPC customers is a great opportunity to showcase
our project delivery and customer service
credentials, as well as the quality of our
products,” explains Manfred Havrilla, General Manager at Erne Fittings Middle East.
After founding the Jubail plant as a joint
venture with a local partner, Erne Fittings
took over the company completely in 2011.
Today, Erne Fittings Middle East employs 103
staff from 7 different countries. The team
in Jubail works closely with their colleagues
in Schlins to ensure they reap maximum
benefit from the knowledge and expertise
acquired by Erne Fittings over the last 100
years.

Erne Insight:

How to move a bending press
from Austria to Saudi Arabia

It sounds simple: disassemble the machine,
pack it up, ship it to Jubail and put it back
together. But don’t be fooled: moving
industrial machinery on this scale is a monumental task requiring a dedicated team.
September 2018 saw the start of the project
to expand the production programme at
Erne Fittings Middle East (EFME) to include
elbows with an outer diameter of up to
24". What was needed was a larger bending press, as well as a elbow saw, beveling
machine, heat treatment system and

dipping plant. Some of these machines were
imported from Schlins, while others were
purchased new.
Responsibility for heading up this challenging project fell to Klaus Tschabrun. In
addition to coordinating and overseeing the
costs of the relocation, he was tasked with
devising the layout for the new machinery,
in order to maximise the efficiency of the
production process in the existing production hall.

Imprint

The biggest challenge was moving the bending press from Schlins to Jubail. A team of six
installers (three from Schlins and three from
Jubail) was put together to disassemble the
machine in Schlins and then reassemble it
in Jubail. Once the machine was up and running, the operators in EFME were also given
training by some of the most experienced
members of the Schlins team, meaning a
total of eight staff members travelled from
Schlins to Jubail for the relocation.
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In addition to technical challenges, the
project also provided an opportunity for
the teams to exchange knowledge and
learn more about each other’s cultures.
Both sides discovered new techniques and
approaches and learnt that sometimes you

Gerold Freudenthaler
CCO

Introducing ...

Abdurrahman Karsli
Head of technology and engineering in Schlins and plant manager for Saudi Arabia
Joined Erne Fittings in 2003

Abdurrahman Karsli’s career has seen
him climb rapidly through the ranks.
Having completed a dual apprenticeship as a steel worker and engineering
draughtsperson, he initially started
work as a metal worker in the heat
treatment section. Today he is head of
technology and engineering in Schlins
and plant manager for Saudi Arabia.
When you started your apprenticeship,
did you ever imagine you’d be in the
position you’re in today?

can achieve the same goal through very different routes. “Working so closely together
definitely helped us better understand each
other’s cultures and will certainly improve
our collaboration in future,” explains Klaus
Tschabrun. “The three months I spent in
Jubail were really exciting and a brand new
experience for me.”

Since the relocation, the bending press has
been running beautifully in Jubail and in
Schlins the team are turning their attention
to their own relocation project – moving all
of production from the current headquarters
in the city centre to the larger Erne site in
the industrial district of Schlins by the end of
the year.

I joined Erne Fittings when I was 21. I
didn’t have any clear ambitions at that
stage, but I was always very determined
and at Erne I had the chance to prove
myself. My skills were recognised early
on and I was well supported. Thanks to
Erne, I have continued my professional
development over the last 18 years and
I am currently completing a masters at
the Danube University Krems alongside
my work.
What have been the key milestones in
your career at Erne?
There have been a few! Without doubt,
the biggest milestone to date was the
expansion of production in Saudi Arabia
with around 30 new machines and 60
employees. After five years, I was really
proud to pass the job over to my successor and take up the position as plant
manager in Schlins. The launch of a new
product, such as the recent R=3D 42", is
also always a highlight.
What advice would you give to younger
staff just starting their careers at Erne
Fittings?
Erne is very supportive of employees who
are ambitious and work hard. You need to
be willing to take on responsibility.
What is the most exciting part of your
job?
I really enjoy working with people and
machinery, so it’s exciting and challeng-

ing to have the opportunity to develop
my skills in both areas. There are always
places where you can make improvements. We also have a great team who
are really good fun to work with.
In 2019 we expanded the production
programme at EFME. How involved were
you in this project?
I was a member of the project team
and had the opportunity to share my
experience and support the team onsite. The relocation of the equipment
was an absolute triumph thanks to the
outstanding team effort.

The biggest
milestone in my Erne
career to date was
the expansion of
production in Saudi
Arabia.
You worked in Saudi Arabia for five
years. What was your role out there?
Initially I was responsible for production
and maintenance, and had a key role in
liaising between Schlins and Saudi Arabia. After three years, I took on additional responsibilities when I was promoted
to Vice-President for Operations.
Would you like to take on another longterm role abroad?
My time in Saudi Arabia was a great experience thanks to the fantastic support
from my wife. However, I’m now also a
father of two boys and a newborn baby.
I still spend a week each month in Saudi
Arabia overseeing the plant in Jubail.
Right now, that’s enough for me.
Many thanks for your time!

Flexible and independent –
our in-house laboratory
When it comes to product quality, requirements are becoming increasingly stringent
and complicated. It is simply impossible to
produce a top-quality pipe fitting without
a comprehensive quality control and testing system.
For a butt-weld fitting to be used in a
project, it must fulfil an enormous range of
different requirements – both standards for
the pipe fitting itself, as the final product,
and those for the component materials. In
addition, the fitting must be shown to meet
the special requirements for the specific application or project (e.g. plant construction)
as well as any particular customer specifications.
Quality testing is a key part of the production process at Erne Fittings. We perform
two types of test – non-destructive and

destructive. Non-destructive tests are conducted by our internal quality control teams,
while destructive tests are performed by our
very own on-site test laboratory.
The tests performed at the state-of-the-art
Erne Lab are all accredited by Akkreditierung
Austria – the Austrian National Accreditation
Body – in line with EN ISO 17025. The major
advantage of having our own independent
test laboratory is that we have greater flexibility and are able to run tests and external
inspections much more quickly on-site.
The destructive tests conducted by the Erne
Lab include impact bending tests, tensile
tests, various corrosion tests, metallographic
testing and spectral analysis.
In the past year, we have invested heavily
in our laboratory equipment to ensure we

Our products in use:

deliver top-quality products to our customers every time. We have purchased new
machines and equipment, such as a section
cutting machine to make it easier to prepare
samples for metallographic testing, a new
control system for hot tensile tests and
a new fully-automated hardness testing
machine for microhardness and low-load
hardness testing. We have also invested in
a new state-of-the-art room temperature
monitoring system with data recorder, to

ensure we maintain optimum testing conditions at all times.
Our exceptionally well equipped laboratory
and skilled staff also provide services for
external companies, including well-known
manufacturers in the metal industry and
technology sectors and other laboratories.
These services include procedural tests and
component testing.

“Thanks to our local presence in Saudi Arabia,
we are able to respond very quickly
to demand in the region.”

Fadhili gas plant

Gernot Heigl, COO

Did you know?

Source: Saudi Aramco

Erne Fittings has been supplying butt-weld
fittings for Saudi Aramco for many years
and therefore provided the majority of the
pipe fittings for the Fadhili greenfield project in Saudi Arabia.
The elbows, reducers and tees in ASTM
A234-WPB and ASTM A420-WPL6 were
delivered to Tecnicas Reunidas, the EPC contractor for the project. A key consideration
when selecting the materials for the project
was that the fittings were for applications
involving both sweet gas and sour gas.

The Fadhili gas plant is located 30 km west
of Jubail (the site of our own plant) and is
a key component of Saudi Arabia’s future
‘Master Gas System’. Together with the two
other gas plants that make up the system
– Wasit and Midyan – Fadhili is intended
to fulfil the country’s increasing energy demand. By expanding its gas production and
gas supply, the kingdom plans to increase its
sales gas capacity from 9.3 bcf/d1 in 2015 to
12.2 bcf/d in 2021.
1

bcf/d = billion cubic feet per day
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Erne Fittings is now on Instagram. Follow us!
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